Abstract: Bitcoin (BTC) is often cited as Libertarian. However, the technology underpinning Bitcoin, blockchain, has properties that make it ideally suited to Socialist paradigms. Current literature supports the Libertarian viewpoint by focusing on the ability of Bitcoin to bypass central authority and provide anonymity; rarely is there an examination of blockchain technology's capacity for decentralised transparency and auditability in support of a Socialist model. This paper conducts a review of the blockchain, Libertarianism, and Socialist philosophies. It then explores Socialist models of public ownership and looks at the unique cooperative properties of blockchain that make the technology ideal for supporting Socialist societies. In summary, this paper argues that blockchain technologies are not just a Libertarian tool, they also enhance Socialist forms of governance.
Introduction
Bitcoin (BTC) is referred to as cryptocurrency because it is a form of electronic cash that relies on cryptography. Since its inception in early 2009 [1] , it has achieved a degree of prominence, not least in terms of market value; at the time of writing, its total market capitalisation was over US $6 billion [2] . Furthermore, governmental institutions are beginning to examine the blockchain technology underpinning BTC [3] because some of its properties, which we discuss below, may have implications that extend beyond economics and into social, political and humanitarian domains [4] . This paper investigates that potential and examines whether blockchain has ideological tendencies beyond the usual Libertarian narrative [5] [6] [7] [8] , an ideology that advocates individual freedom and minimal state intervention in people's lives [9] . In particular, the paper asks whether, in fact, the technology is directly applicable to Socialism, an economic theory and form of governance that advocates community ownership [10] .
First of all, this paper gives an overview of BTC and blockchain technology. It then introduces Libertarian ideology before investigating how that applies to the blockchain. We then discuss Socialist philosophy, and similarly apply its ideas to blockchain technology. This allows us to examine whether the core concepts behind BTC and blockchain are ideally suited to support the social and political philosophies discussed.
This article uses the term State to refer to an organised political entity that forms a single system of government. Furthermore, in the UK, parliament is the legislative, elected body of Government, and: "Parliamentary sovereignty is a principle of the UK constitution. It makes Parliament the supreme legal authority in the UK, which can create or end any law" [11] . Therefore, in this paper, the terms Sovereign, State and Government are synonyms that we use interchangeably.
Bitcoin
Satoshi Nakamoto first proposed BTC, an implementation of electronic cash that did not need authorising by banks, in a 2008 whitepaper [12] . The system Nakamoto described was a peer-to-peer
Satoshi Nakamoto first proposed BTC, an implementation of electronic cash that did not need authorising by banks, in a 2008 whitepaper [12] . The system Nakamoto described was a peer-to-peer (P2P) network whose overriding purpose was to propagate transactions requiring validation to all of the participants in the ecosystem [13] . Thus, a fundamental component of BTC is a transaction, which contains some inputs that map to one or more outputs and behaves similarly to individual lines in a double-entry bookkeeping ledger [13] . Essentially, transactions are BTC owners informing the network that they have transferred ownership of some of their coins to other users [13] . Those new owners can, in turn, create another transaction that authorises ongoing transfer. Thus, a chain of ownership, known as a blockchain, is formed [13] .
Antonopoulos explains BTC transactions by using the example of Alice buying a cup of coffee from Bob's coffee shop [13] . Alice spends BTC with Bob by using a BTC wallet on her smartphone (there are a number of wallets to choose from [14] ). She does so by scanning a two-dimensional barcode, known as a QR code, of the payment request generated from Bob's BTC enabled point-ofsale (POS) system (again, many POS solutions exist [15] ). This contains Bob's destination address, how much Alice should pay and the written description of the trade. Figure 1 , below, shows the transactions involved. BTC transactions are authorised using public key cryptography [16] , whereby user x is granted a public and private key. This ensures that only user x can perform transactions belonging to user x; the public key establishes user x's identity and user x uses their private key to prove that particular transactions belong to them. In Figure 1 , Alice pays Bob for his cup of coffee by creating new outputs from the inputs of a previous transaction with Joe, who used Alice's public key as the destination address for the BTC involved. When Alice uses some of those funds to pay Bob for his coffee, she supplies her private key to unlock them. This ensures that those transactions are read-only to every other user on the BTC network because it is practically impossible for anyone to modify them without knowing Alice's private key. Once the network is satisfied Alice has a sufficient number of BTC to cover the necessary outputs for the transaction with Bob, the required BTC are transferred using Bob's public key. This encumbers this output with the requirement that, to spend the amount transferred, Bob must produce his private key. In other words, it represents a secure transfer of value between Alice and Bob [13] . Security of this transfer is enforced by the timestamping and hashing functions of the validators on the BTC network (which we will discuss later), who form a chain of final BTC transactions are authorised using public key cryptography [16] , whereby user x is granted a public and private key. This ensures that only user x can perform transactions belonging to user x; the public key establishes user x's identity and user x uses their private key to prove that particular transactions belong to them. In Figure 1 , Alice pays Bob for his cup of coffee by creating new outputs from the inputs of a previous transaction with Joe, who used Alice's public key as the destination address for the BTC involved. When Alice uses some of those funds to pay Bob for his coffee, she supplies her private key to unlock them. This ensures that those transactions are read-only to every other user on the BTC network because it is practically impossible for anyone to modify them without knowing Alice's private key. Once the network is satisfied Alice has a sufficient number of BTC to cover the necessary outputs for the transaction with Bob, the required BTC are transferred using Bob's public key. This encumbers this output with the requirement that, to spend the amount transferred, Bob must produce his private key. In other words, it represents a secure transfer of value between Alice and Bob [13] . Security of this transfer is enforced by the timestamping and hashing functions of the validators on the BTC network (which we will discuss later), who form a chain of final transactions [16] . This ensures that even Alice, with her private key, can not modify confirmed transactions, since it is technically infeasible; she would have to change all the blocks in the chain to change a single block. As Harvey points out, in 2014, a computing array with the power of 1,753,694 Peta floating point operations per second (FLOPS) would have been needed to make a fake block on the BTC blockchain [17] . At the time, the world's fastest supercomputer, the Chinese Tianhe-2, could manage 33.9 PetaFLOPS. This means over 50,000 Tianhe-2 supercomputers would be required to attempt to create the fake block.
The first reference implementation of BTC was published online in early 2009 [18] and the first transaction of BTC, in block 170, took place on 12 January 2009. This first transaction was between Nakamoto and a developer specialising in cryptography, called Hal Finney, who lauded BTC and remarked that the underlying technology, the blockchain, included "some interesting features" [19] . Blockchain technology is described in more detail next.
Blockchain Technology
The blockchain is an essential component of Bitcoin (BTC) because it is an immutable ledger of every BTC transaction that has ever taken place. As BTC is an open source GitHub project [20] , any developer can fork the code and create their implementation of a cryptocurrency. Indeed, since its launch, BTC has spawned a group of alternative blockchain technologies, known as altcoins [21] , examples of which are Ethereum [22] , Ripple [23] , Litecoin [24] and Stellar [25] . Although such altcoins may use different means of consensus or different optimisations, they all use the same general approach based on a decentralised P2P network, which, assuming there's a functioning Internet, means they have no single point of failure. The authors of a report for the UK Government describe the technology as: "essentially an asset database that can be shared across a network of multiple sites, geographies or institutions" [3] . However, the blockchain has capabilities far beyond any ordinary asset database because it also includes algorithms that provide a secure mechanism for electronic collaboration that does not rely upon a central authority for the assets to be trusted. This includes the concept of smart contracts, which is the ability of blockchains to execute autonomous scripts that can represent verifiable application logic and help automate a system's rule set [26] . Furthermore, blockchain technology is a distributed network of transactions including tracked changes and where the control of write permissions is via public-private key cryptography. Thus, the blockchain is a trusted, shared public ledger that is open to inspection by everyone, but which cannot be controlled by any single entity [27] . As we show below, because no central control implies individual freedom, those are the aspects of blockchain that are commonly held as Libertarian. However, we will also argue that blockchain technology has mechanisms ideally suited to Socialist philosophy.
Bitcoin Mining
Fundamental to BTC validation is the idea that network validators must exhibit proof, known as a proof of work (PoW) that they have solved a difficult cryptographic problem [28] . Nakamoto, in his original paper on BTC, defines the steps necessary to creating a BTC based blockchain network:
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New transactions are broadcast to all nodes. 2 Each node collects new transactions into a block. 3 Each node works on finding a difficult proof-of-work for its block. 4 When a node finds a proof-of-work, it broadcasts the block to all nodes. 5 Nodes accept the block only if all transactions in it are valid and not already spent. 6 Nodes express their acceptance of the block by working on creating the next block in the chain, using the hash of the accepted block as the previous hash [12] .
Figure 2 below shows the BTC validation process, which is known as mining because a reward of "mined" BTC is given to the validator that created the accepted block. Miners that worked on the establishment of the block, but failed because other nodes solved the cryptographic puzzle faster than them, lose. As a result, bitcoin mining has been called "competitive bookkeeping" [29] . shows the validation process running on application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). ASIC-based computers dominate BTC mining because they are much faster and more energy efficient than machines that mine using field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), graphics processing units (GPUs) or central processing units (CPUs) [30] . shows the validation process running on application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). ASIC-based computers dominate BTC mining because they are much faster and more energy efficient than machines that mine using field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), graphics processing units (GPUs) or central processing units (CPUs) [30] . 
Bitcoin's Energy Use
PoW is a scheme based on a SHA-256 hashing algorithm, which produces a cryptographic hash with a value less than a target nonce. The average CPU effort needed to compute the PoW for a mined block is exponential to the number of zeroes required. The BTC network examines timestamps and calculates the time that has elapsed creating 2106 blocks; ideally, 1,209,600 s will have passed, which equates to the creation of a single block every ten minutes [13] . However, the production of blocks is via a random Poisson process whereby it might be that many blocks, or very few blocks, are found in a given hour [32] . BTC raises the hashing difficulty if it discovers that the creation of 2016 blocks took less time than 1,209,600 s. Conversely, the difficulty is dropped if creation took longer [33] . Invariably, as more processing power comes online to the BTC network, the difficulty goes upwards. For example, at the time of writing, the BTC difficulty is 163,491,654,909. The very first BTC had a difficulty of 1. This means that it is nearly 164 billion times harder to mine a BTC now than it was to mine the very first.
All of that computing power comes at an enormous energy cost. The authors of a BTC mining guide state that, based on price per hash and electrical efficiency, the ASIC miner AntMiner S7 is the best BTC mining hardware available [30] . This mines at 4.73 Terra hashes per second (Th/s) and consumes 1293 Watts [34] . At the time of writing, the network hash rate of BTC was 1,411,498 Th/s [35] . Assuming that the AntMiner S7 does indeed represent the best in class, we can use those figures to calculate the best case scenario for the total energy consumption of mining on the BTC network:
(1,411,498/4.73) × 1293 ≈ 385.84 MegaWatt hours (MWh).
Therefore, at that rate of consumption, the daily energy use of BTC mining is given by: 385.84 MWh × 24 ≈ 9.26 GWh.
Hence, BTC mining's approximate annual electricity consumption is given by: 9.26 × 365 ≈ 3.38 TWh.
To put that 3.38 TWh in context, according to the International Energy Agency, in 2014, the 2.72 million people of Jamaica consumed 3.03 TWh of electricity, or slightly less than the annual consumption of mining on the BTC network [36].
The Problems Addressed by Bitcoin and Blockchain Technology
In BTC's 2008 whitepaper, Nakamoto describes the issue of third-party financial institutions processing electronic cash; namely, that supposedly irreversible payments become reversible [12] . This leads to expensive dispute mediation, which makes small Internet-based payments for goods or services, known as micropayments [37] , impractical because their cost outweighs any possible profit 
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The Problems Addressed by Bitcoin and Blockchain Technology
In BTC's 2008 whitepaper, Nakamoto describes the issue of third-party financial institutions processing electronic cash; namely, that supposedly irreversible payments become reversible [12] . This leads to expensive dispute mediation, which makes small Internet-based payments for goods or services, known as micropayments [37] , impractical because their cost outweighs any possible profit from such transactions. Moreover, fraud becomes endemic, which necessitates the need for trust between merchants and their customers; without it, the system fails. BTC overcomes that through the use of cryptographic proof, which allows parties to transact directly, thus removing the need for third parties to verify payments. Hence, the design of BTC obfuscates much of the necessity of trust inherent in fiat money, which is money established as legal tender through government regulation. This is another property of the technology that appeals to Libertarians, as we shall show.
Another problem is that physical banknotes are often forged, despite their including various unique characteristics supposed to authenticate their validity. BTC overcomes such issues because, as we have shown, it ensures authenticity through cryptography and blockchain validation [3] .
Unlike physical cash, it is theoretically possible for digital financial transactions to be copied and spent in two different places almost simultaneously. This is known as the problem of double spending [38] ; how can a recipient trust that someone else hasn't already spent the money intended for them? BTC solves that through its PoW based mining process, which combines cryptographic hashing and economic incentives [39] .
BTC's distributed PoW also solves a conundrum in distributed computing, known as the Byzantine Generals Problem (BGP). How can Generals of the Byzantine army, camped with their troops around an enemy city, reach agreement on a common battle strategy [40] ? While some of the Generals will be loyal to the Byzantine cause, unfortunately, others may be traitors who will try to undermine any plan. The problem is how to circumvent those malicious actors and ensure the army's success? A Byzantine-fault-tolerant (BFT) system must guarantee its validity even when it could include various malignant entities. Although there were theoretical solutions given in a 1982 paper by Leslie Lamport [40] , Nakamoto's implementation of BTC was the first to provide de facto BFT consensus [18] .
Finally, PoW gives BTC a natural way of overcoming 'Sybil Attacks', which is where an imposter creates multiple identities that they use to take control of a system [41] . This is because BTC establishes trusted identity through its requirement to perform some form of computational work [42] .
All of these mechanisms ensure that BTC is 'trustless' because it entirely dispenses with many of the necessities for trust, which, again, are features that lend BTC to Libertarian ideology, which we will show next.
Libertarianism and Money
A Libertarian's primary political values are: the right to private property, freedom of speech, freedom of worship, legal equality and moral autonomy [43] . Indeed, the classical view of Libertarianism is one that advocates individual liberty in preference to collective judgement [44] . The result is a deep scepticism of the state and government power [43] , and the belief that society should be freed from government backed banking systems. In particular, Libertarians would argue that banks should not have their risks underwritten by the State [45] . Indeed, a Libertarian believes that governments should not do anything beyond enacting legislation that protects individual rights.
Martin writes that because money relies upon a government promise that its value will be repaid with equivalent new notes [46] , the relationship money creates between trust and its issuing authority is important. He believes that the Sovereign has distinct advantages as an issuer of money; namely, that (1) it conducts by far the biggest volume of economic transactions; (2) it has political authority; (3) it has legitimacy. In democratic nations, this authority has been conveyed upon the Sovereign by the very people who use the money issued. Hence, Martin describes the level of trust of the Sovereign's legitimacy as: "ideological and even spiritual" [46] . In modern economies, the Sovereign has deferred the right to issue money to their central banks [47] ; the Bank of England in the UK, the Federal Reserve in the U.S. and the European Central Bank (ECB) for the Eurozone. However, the U.S. Libertarian Party wants the government to halt the inflationary monetary policy. They also believe that fiat money should be scrapped [45] . Instead, they believe money should have a subjective value assigned to it by individuals, not governments, and that people should be free to use anything they like as a means of exchange. It appears that it is the U.S. form of Libertarianism that the Oxford English Dictionary refers to when defining it as: "an extreme laissez-faire political philosophy advocating only minimal state intervention in the lives of citizens" [9] .
Libertarian views on individual freedom are deeply entrenched in U.S. society. Indeed, their national anthem proclaims the U.S. to be: "the land of the free" [48] . However, although hard-line Libertarian's believe that governmental control of money is incompatible with personal liberty: "politicians have often laboured under the delusion that money is something created and manipulable by themselves, when, in fact, it is the spontaneous institution of a free society and will continue to evolve in ways outside their grasp" [49] , U.S. Libertarians, who tend to take a liberal view on personal freedom, have a more a conservative view on economic matters. This favours government led free-market Capitalism [50] . Indeed, Adam Smith, an 18th century Economist who maintains a considerable influence on Capitalist thinking, tended towards the Libertarian belief that social good is the result of the free reign of private self-interest: "it is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest" [51] . Boaz et al. summarise the U.S. Libertarian's political choices [50] :
"Candidates who offer a program of big-government spending and aggressive social conservatism will tend to drive away libertarians. More specifically, candidates who favor lower taxes, spending restraint, free trade, Social Security private accounts, reproductive choice, and a welcoming attitude toward working women, immigrants, and gays are going to find favor with libertarian voters. Candidates who support protectionism, tax increases, ever-expanding entitlement programs, and intrusions into personal freedoms will lose the libertarian vote."
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Libertarianism, Bitcoin and Blockchain Technology
BTC has a great political potential for U.S. Libertarians, and BTC is considered a Libertarian ideological vehicle [6] . Indeed, Scott remarks that: "in particular, they (cryptocurrencies) have become associated with the hyper-individualism of conservative libertarianism" [8] . This is due to a number of factors, namely: (1) cryptocurrencies reduce the monetary policy capabilities of the State because BTC's money supply is managed algorithmically by computer software [52] , not by government-controlled central banks; (2) transactions are verified across a distributed P2P network, so there is no single authority in control; (3) it is the BTC miners, not Governments, who receive seigniorage [53] , a term derived from Old French that literally means: "the right of the lord to mint 
BTC has a great political potential for U.S. Libertarians, and BTC is considered a Libertarian ideological vehicle [6] . Indeed, Scott remarks that: "in particular, they (cryptocurrencies) have become associated with the hyper-individualism of conservative libertarianism" [8] . This is due to a number of Future Internet 2016, 8, 49 7 of 15 factors, namely: (1) cryptocurrencies reduce the monetary policy capabilities of the State because BTC's money supply is managed algorithmically by computer software [52] , not by government-controlled central banks; (2) transactions are verified across a distributed P2P network, so there is no single authority in control; (3) it is the BTC miners, not Governments, who receive seigniorage [53] , a term derived from Old French that literally means: "the right of the lord to mint money". It refers to the revenue earned by issuing the currency, which can occur in many ways, but, at its most basic, it's the profit earned because there's a difference between the value of money and what it costs to have it produced and distributed [54] ; and (4) the cryptographic nature of BTC means that their ownership is difficult, if not impossible, to match to real people [6] .
There is another important factor that attracts Libertarians to BTC; it can be traded or exchanged without requiring the trust of any financial institution [55] . As Gehring points out, in that regard, BTC differs significantly from fiat money, which carries a considerable counterparty risk because when someone deposits it into a bank, he or she are, effectively, trading fiat cash for a digital IOU which the bank promises to redeem on demand [56] . Martin describes such money is an "ephemeral and cosmetic" unit of trust that forms a particular type of transferable credit, whereby monetary exchange is the clearing of credit accounts, and notes and coins are tokens of an underlying credit relationship [46] . This is fine until the public's trust in those IOU's is undermined, such as it was in 2008, at the very bottom of a profound economic crisis, when, as Rifkin writes: "we began to realise that behind all the rules, regulations, and firewalls lay an empty chasm" [57] . This crisis was caused by, what Poszar et al. have deemed as the Shadow Banking Sector [58] . This was built on elaborate systems of financial supply chains that were worth, by the end of 2007, around US$25 trillion [46] . When the sector began to show signs of distress, it caused a contagion that, according to Laeven et al. [59] , resulted in many countries experiencing a significant crisis in their traditional banking sectors that eventually required the governmental provision of direct credit support. In a paper titled Banking on the State, Allessandri et al. quantified the extent of the State's support: over US$14 trillion, or almost a quarter of the global economy [60] . As Martin writes: "this was the scale of the downside risks, taxpayers realised, that they had been bearing all along" [46] . Some, such as those in the Libertarian movement, find that risk unacceptable. Hence, their ideological support of BTC, which carries no such risk. Indeed, Yermack notes the interesting timing of BTC's release, coming as it did in the depths of that 2008 financial crisis [7] .
Socialism and Money
Socialism is a term that encompasses many different political philosophies. Major branches are Marxism, Utopian Socialism and Anarchism. Although they differ in important regards, they all share egalitarian values, non-hierarchical societal structures [61] and various forms of social ownership whereby the means of production and distribution are owned by a community [10] .
Marx thought that Socialism would be a natural outgrowth of the existing Capitalist system [62] , which he considered to be based on conflict because there is an opposition between those who labour, who own nothing, and the class of Capitalists, who own the means of production [63] . Eventually, Marx believed the workers of the world would instigate revolution and free themselves [64] . Afterwards, a Socialist society would emerge, where the producers would control production, and goods and services would be created for their usefulness to society, not for their profit margin [65] . In Tressell's The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists, the character Barrington describes a Socialist State, where workers: "devote themselves to art or science, and some others will offer their services to the community as managers and superintendents, and the State will always be glad to employ all those who are willing to help in the Great Work of production and distribution" [66] . Marx described it as: "From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs" [67] . Key to Marxism is the co-ordination of the whole economy through central State planning [68] : "The national centralization of the means of production will become the natural base for a society which will consist of an association of free and equal producers acting consciously according to a general and rational plan" [62] .
In works such as Capital [69] , Marx wrote extensively on the complexities of value in monetary society. The basis of his theories centred on his labour theory of value [70] whereby value was closely related to the labour necessary to produce goods [69] . Marx held that Capitalists make a profit by extracting surplus value from their workforce because productive workers create more than they cost [71] . Marx felt that 'freedom' under Capitalism only meant: "free trade, free selling and buying" [72] , which trap the working class because maximising profit means forcing them to work for subsistence wages [72] . Thus, he wanted to "deprive him of the power to subjugate the labour of others" [72] through the abolition of buying and selling, removing the need for money. Under a Marxist society, goods would not be produced for profit, but rather, for their use value and their propensity for satisfying human needs [73] . Marx believed that people would then learn to recognise the practical nature of their needs [74] , and, as a result, real individuality would surface: "Then you can exchange love only for love, trust for trust, etc." [75] .
Instead of money, Marx envisaged a system of labour certificates, whereby people get rewarded according to the number of hours they spend in production. Those certificates could then be used to buy all merchandise at cost price; goods whose value is determined in hours of labour [61] . Crucially, they could not be converted into capital and thus, they would not circulate. This was key to such certificates not being regarded as money since Marx believed that the money-commodity-money credit cycle was core to Capitalist society [69] because it provided liquidity [62] . Indeed, Chang writes that one of the foremost Economists of the 20th Century, John Maynard Keynes, thought liquidity as paramount to Capitalist economies because it made it possible, in an uncertain world, to increase capital very quickly [68] . Consider a business's position at the start of production. No goods exist, but there has to be an exchange of wages for labour. Since the company has not yet created any commodities, commodified money cannot exist. Hence, at the beginning of the production cycle, money takes the form of an "accepted promise of payment-in other words, credit" [74] , which the business most likely received from a bank. The cycle of transfer is complete when the goods produced are exchanged for money, and the company reimburses the lenders for the loan they gave to pay those initial wages [63] .
The Oxford English Dictionary describes Utopian Socialism as: "Socialism achieved by the moral persuasion of capitalists to surrender the means of production peacefully to the people" [76] . Utopian Socialism creates a form of Collectivism through the collective ownership of the means of production and distribution, where goods are distributed based on Marx's system of labour certificates. However, it is unlike Marxism because it believes in peaceful means of establishing ethically just cooperative communities which demonstrate the feasibility of such a society [77] : "Socialism is the expression of absolute truth, reason and justice, and has only to be discovered to conquer all the world by virtue of its own power" [78] . Although Utopian Socialism dispenses with the Marxist idea of a centrally planned state, Marx's idea that nobody should: "deprive no man of the power to appropriate the products of society" [72] is a core concept.
At its simplest, Anarchism's core belief is that human beings are reasonable and decent and, therefore, neither the individual or their communities need organising via hierarchical structures [79] . Like Utopian Socialists, Anarchists would reject any form of unjustified central planning. Moreover, it rejects the State and the State apparatus [61] , viewing them as the means by which the non-egalitarian owning classes control society [80] . However, while an Anarchist rejects the mechanisms of the State, it is a mistake to think that Anarchists reject government and the rule of law entirely [61] . As Ludlow explains: "it is not the blanket rejection of authority or morality (to the contrary, autonomy places a great moral burden on each of us)" [81] . Rather, Anarchists redefine government as an institution of governance that makes rules and settles disputes [61] . Anarchism also believes in the outright abolition of money or anything that might be regarded as money, including Marx's system of labour certificates: "if we preserve the individual appropriation of the products of labour, we would be forced to preserve money, leaving more or less accumulation of wealth according to more or less merit rather than need of individuals" [82] . Instead, Anarchism believes in people performing the work for which they are ideally suited, and that the surplus goods they create are not exchanged but consumed freely by those who need them [44] .
Socialism, Bitcoin and Blockchain Technology
Scott describes blockchain as: "interesting because it has features that potentially allow for non-hierarchal self-organization and peer-to-peer collaboration within a communitarian network structure" [8] . The suggestion is that Nakamoto's design of BTC, which is based on a community of validators providing co-operative consensus [12] , has qualities suited to Socialist ideology. Specifically, Scott asks whether blockchain systems can be used to provide governance for large-scale collaboration under Anarchist traditions, who rely on social and interdependent natures of the individual to create smaller-scale, egalitarian structures [8] . Indeed, some authors are exploring the Socialist ideology behind the technology and the idea of blockchains which enable collaboration through distributed autonomy. For example, Swan writes that blockchain has democratisation capabilities that include the concept of decentralised organisations [4] . Wright et al. write that the blockchain: "enables collective organisations and social institutions to become more fluid and promote greater participation, potentially transforming how corporate governance and democratic institutions operate" [83] . Valkenburgh et al. describe blockchain based smart contract-enabled distributed autonomous organisations that: "represent some sort of collective or non-profit interest" [84] . Indeed, Valkenburgh et al. share the Anarchist mistrust of large-scale hierarchical organisations, believing them to be imperfect and inefficient. Indeed, they write that, instead, blockchain's combination of digital currencies, smart contracts, and distributed data storage will usher in entirely new decentralised organisations that use source code to define secure, auditable governance [84] . Moreover, digital assets that are native to blockchain could be deployed for use within a Socialist society; however, it is deemed appropriate; they needn't be used for money. For instance, they might be employed as Marxist labour certificates. Fairfield writes that blockchain technology comes with tamper resistant algorithms for creating public, cryptographically secure ledgers of property interests [85] , but the immutable audibility mechanisms of blockchain technology could extend beyond property ledgers and into auditing the production of goods. This would allow Anarchist societies to organise because the blockchain could be used as a means whereby Anarchists could audit the distribution of products or services to those who need them. For example, In the UK, the present government are charging people living in social housing for what they deem to be spare bedrooms [86] . The policy has proved controversial and has led to many claims that the tax is unfair; for example, one family successfully appealed against the tax because carers used their spare bedroom to help the family look after their son [87] . Now imagine an Anarchist community supported by blockchain smart contracts that encode what society deem fair and where that family above were allowed their spare room without needing recourse to the courts, on the basis that they required their extra room due their son's severe disability.
Buterin writes that blockchain technology can follow either public, consortium or private models [39] . BTC is a public blockchain, which the Bitfury Group and Garzik define as 'permissionless' because they have no read restrictions and since transaction processors, the miners in BTC, have an unknown identity and unrestricted write access [16] . Moreover, Buterin points out that anyone can have his or her valid transactions recorded on the public blockchain ledger, and anyone can take part in the consensus process for verifying transactions [39] . It is those qualities of good governance; transparency and auditability [88] , which are inherent in public blockchain technology that make it an ideal tool for Anarchism or Utopian Socialism, because it enables: "a universal, permanent, continuous, consensus-driven, publicly auditable, redundant, record-keeping repository" [4] . By contrast, a private blockchain is 'permissioned' because it has a predefined list of entities, with known identities, which can process transactions [16] . However, a permissioned blockchain is not necessarily private; Buterin describes a wholly private blockchain as one where read permissions may be public, or partially restricted, but write permissions are centralised. Thus, a privatised blockchain resembles a centralised system with an infusion of cryptographic audit-ability [39] . It is important to note that a private blockchain does not necessarily imply secrecy; it can still be publically accountable. To Buterin, a consortium blockchain is "partially decentralised", whereby a limited set of nodes participate in that consensus process [39] . The ledger may be readable to either all nodes, a specified list of participants or only partially readable to some. The model has the low-trust apparent with public blockchains and the highly-trusted characteristics of private blockchains [39] . Figure 4 below shows the degrees of centralisation between public, private and consortium blockchains. Both private and consortium models suggest the central planning ideology of Marxism. 
Applications of Blockchain Technology to the Socialist Paradigm
Below, we give two applications of BTC to Socialism. The first relates to how BTC itself may be used in a Socialist society and the second refers to BTC development.
Bitcoin and Marx's Labour Theory of Value
The financial markets have deemed that, at the time of writing, 1 BTC is worth $661.73 [89] . However, because BTC is a native digital asset on the blockchain, we could choose to link it to any social construct of value. Here, we shall derive an interpretation of Marx's labour theory of value by using energy to quantify the amount of work, or labour, done [90] . We contend that is valid in industrial economies that are increasingly mechanised and therefore rely on energy for productivity and growth [57] . Furthermore, using energy as a measure of labour works well because, as we have shown, we can quantify the amount of energy required to create BTC as well as the amount of energy used by products over their lifetime, as we shall see below. Therefore, BTC is directly interchangeable for those same goods.
Assuming the total energy consumption of 385.84 MWh, which we derived earlier, and that a block is generated every 10 min, a single block uses the following amount of energy: 385.84 MWh/(1 h/10 min) ≈ 64.31 MWh.
BTC miners currently receive a reward of 12.5 BTC for generating a block [91] . Therefore, the energy required to create a single BTC is as follows:
64.31 MWh/12.5 ≈ 5.14 MWh per BTC.
We can use that value to calculate the value of a good. Imagine that the people of a Socialist society have deemed that, to mitigate the dramatic effects of climate change, they should disallow fossil-fuelled transportation. Electric vehicles have become standard, as has electricity generation using renewable energy. According to life-cycle analysis conducted by Aguirre et al. [92] , an electric vehicle (EV) uses, over its lifetime (manufacturing, transportation, use, and disposal), 506,988 MJ, or 140.83 MWh [92] . Given that it requires 5.14 MWh to create a single BTC, the price of the Nissan Leaf EV is given by: 140.83 MWh/5.14 MWh per BTC ≈ 27.4 BTC.
Hence, by calculating the energy used in forging BTC and that used during a product's lifecycle, we can create a Marxist labour theory of value for the Nissan Leaf of 27.4 BTC.
Bitcoin Community Development
Nakamoto's community-driven consensus model also applies to BTC's development. BTC Core 
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Bitcoin Community Development
Nakamoto's community-driven consensus model also applies to BTC's development. BTC Core is the open source GitHub project [20] from where the BTC code is released for the day-to-day operation of the system. Developers contribute documentation, test code, improve the user interfaces, or bug fix. Although BTC has no formal structure, the community has instigated a standard system for submitting ideas, called a BTC improvement proposal (BIP). This constitutes a design document used for introducing features or information to BTC. Figure 5 below shows the BIP workflow.
Furthermore, the codebase is maintained using peer reviewed GitHub "pull requests" of patch proposals. Contributions use the Open Source meritocratic model, where code from longer term contributors is trusted more by the community. The development cycle is thus: BTC development, using GitHub's meritocracy model, has many similarities to Kropotkin's description of Anarchism, where order emerges through: "an infinite variety of capacities, temperaments and individual energies" [61] . Furthermore, BTC's BIP Workflow might also be construed as the rules and mechanisms needed for settling disputes under an Anarchist's requirement for governance. 
Conclusions
The intention of this paper is not to promote one form of political philosophy over another. Rather, it has been to discuss the deployment of blockchain in support of different social theories. However, Blockchain technology is often described as a Libertarian ideal [6, 7] , but authors such as Scott offer a description of the technology that is very different to the standard description provided by Libertarianism [8] . They point to blockchain's co-operative consensus-driven model of collaboration and describe distributed autonomous organisations that suggest Socialist tendencies. Ludlow says this of cryptographic technologies, such as blockchain: "certain anarchist ideals may be possible, if not inevitable" [81] . Indeed, this paper suggests that, while BTC has properties that support Libertarian ideals, there is much about blockchain technology and its development that is directly applicable to various forms of Socialism.
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Fork the GitHub repository and clone it locally. 2 Check out the master branch. 3 Create a topic branch. 4 Write patches. 5
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